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Easter Sunday 

Luke 24:1-12 

“Practice Resurrection” 

All Lent, we looked at how Jesus was a boundary-breaker. I said every Sunday that 

Jesus continually defied the logic of his day when he went to places and spent 

time with people no one ever expected him to go or visit. And I also said every 

Sunday that Jesus didn’t go elsewhere because he was rejected, he was rejected 

because he went elsewhere. That’s why they crucified him – because he was a 

radical critic of the way (the) people in power had put the world together and he 

was attracting a following with his criticism. But the ones in control wouldn’t’ 

have it; couldn’t have it. So they executed him. They didn’t want any part of that 

boundary breaking. 

But today, on Easter, God broke the ultimate boundary by resurrecting Jesus. 

With the resurrection, God said yes to Jesus and no to the powers that killed him. 

God said “Yes! Yes!” to what Jesus was passionate about, which was the kingdom 

of God and the transformation of the world. On Easter God said “No! NO!” to 

injustice and violence and hatred, and yes YES to a world of justice and peace and 

love. 

 

It’s as simple as that, and yet oh so complicated all at the same time. 

Which is why, if we’re being honest, we’ll admit that the resurrection just doesn’t 

make much sense.  

____________________________________ 

 

I chuckled to myself last week, when my youngest daughter was rattling off a list 

of things she wanted for Easter. Candy, stuffed animal, a cat. “Um, Easter isn’t 

Christmas,” I told her. “I know,” she said. Well, since she seemed to know, and 

since I was feeling both cranky and curious, I asked her, “Why do we celebrate 



Easter?” I knew she’d learned about Easter the Sunday before in Disciples 

Gathering, so here was her chance to shine. “Well, um,” she hemmed and hawed 

and stammered. “They sent him to jail,” she said, speaking about Jesus. I thought 

that was an interesting, modern take on Jesus’ last days. “After that,” I said. “On 

Easter. What happened?” Exasperated, she said, “I was listening, but it didn’t 

make any sense.” 

It didn’t make any sense.  

Truer words were never spoken. 

When the women arrive at the tomb, it’s early Sunday morning. Spices and oil in 

hand, they were fully expecting to find Jesus’ dead body. If they had expected 

anything different, they wouldn’t have had the spices and oil, because the only 

reason for having them was to anoint a dead body. Interestingly, the women, like 

most of us, assume death is death. Because anything else just doesn’t make much 

sense. 

When they get to the tomb, they find it open, so they head in. What they don’t 

find is what they were expecting to find, which was Jesus’ dead body. Instead, 

they’re greeted by two men in dazzling clothes. This scares them so much they fall 

to the ground and bury their faces in the dirt – which, if you ask me, is a perfectly 

normal reaction to have.  

“Why do you go looking for the living among the dead?” those two men ask. “He 

is not here, but has risen. Don’t you remember what he told you?” Astonishingly, 

this is all the women need to hear to jog their memory, because they go running 

to tell the disciples everything they’d heard. 

“You won’t believe it! You won’t believe it!” they say. And guess what? The 

disciples don’t believe it. Not one word. Idle talk, they call it. Silly talk from 

women! The Greek word used here comes actually from the medical field where 

it referred to a hallucination that sometimes came with a high fever. So in other 

words, the women were hallucinating, out of their minds.  

Because what the women said just didn’t make any sense. The dead don’t live. 

People who are crucified don’t come back to life. Death is the final word. 



Only Peter gets up and runs off to see what they’re talking about. Peter, who 

spent all of Thursday and Friday running away from Jesus now goes running 

towards to him. And when he gets to the tomb he goes inside, looks around, sees 

the linen clothes, and then he – well – he goes home.  

Which I take it to mean, that it didn’t make any sense to Peter, either. The dead 

don’t live. People who are crucified don’t come back to life. Death is the final 

word. 

A lot of people have this impression that the disciples immediately believed it was 

all true. That Jesus was resurrected just like he’d promised them 1000 times over 

he would be. But the reality is, the disciples didn’t believe it at first, because for 

them – like many of us, it just didn’t make any sense. The dead don’t live. People 

who are crucified don’t come back to life. Death is the final word. 

 

As the disciples watched Jesus die on Good Friday, they expected the crucifixion 

to be the final word, because crucifixions were always the final word. That’s what 

made sense to them because that’s how their world worked. And so, on that 

dreadful day, all their hopes and dreams for a new world died. Their dream of a 

new society in which peace prevails over violence died. Their dreams of a new 

society in which the marginalized, the excluded, the rejected, and the despised 

are welcomed and included, died. His dream that he had planted in their hearts 

that it is better to give than receive, that love is stronger than hate, and that a life 

of serving others is better than a life lived selfishly, died. And their dream that life 

is more powerful than death . . . that died, too. Because what made sense to 

them was crucifixion; resurrection, not so much.  

 

Friends, if we’re being honest, we’ll admit it just doesn’t make any sense to us, 

either. Because there are just too many voices in the world, loud voices, too – 

telling us that crucifixion is the final word. Telling us that injustice, hatred and 

violence are the way to take control and seek the ultimate power. But justice, 

peace and love? Those are for the dreamers, or the young at heart, or college 

students living on their parents’ dime. Wonderful ideals, things we should aspire 

to, but not the way to seek power. 



 

Which is why, as I said last week, we still can’t quite wrap our heads around the 

idea that helping our “neighbor”, even if our neighbor doesn’t look like us, is the 

right thing to do; can’t quite wrap our heads around the idea that war does not 

make for peace; hatred and fear do not promote prosperity; and demonizing 

another person will not make you look like a better person, it just won’t. But 

somehow we can’t wrap our heads around this, so we try to tame Easter and the 

resurrection with bunnies and egg hunts and chocolates – which, hey, I love 

myself a good Cadbury egg as much as the next person, but that’s not Easter. Or 

we try to turn Easter into a fact-finding mission, as if “proving” or “disproving” the 

resurrection will turn skeptics into believers; or we look at the resurrection as a 

metaphor for new life or renewal or a spiritual rebirth.   

 

But friends Easter, and the resurrection, is neither fact nor fiction, chocolates nor 

bunnies; it’s real. It’s real. And not because we can prove it’s real. And not 

because it makes much sense. It doesn’t.  

No, instead, I believe the resurrection is real because I need to. I need the 

resurrection to be real, and maybe you do, too. When I wake up and hear the 

news of another shooting or bombing, I don’t want to believe that’s the last word. 

I can’t believe that’s the last word. I refuse to believe that’s the last word.   

 

I choose to believe the resurrection is real because I don’t want to believe the 

crucifixion is the final word. And not because the resurrection makes sense; truth 

be told, most days it doesn’t. When the bombing in Brussels happened, my first 

thought was, “here we go again,” because they’re getting to be so commonplace 

that they do make sense. But I don’t want them to make sense; they should make 

as much sense as policing Muslim neighborhoods, which doesn’t make any sense. 

What does make sense to me, is washing the feet of someone who is Muslim, like 

the Pope did on Maundy Thursday, and declaring that while “We have different 

cultures and religions, but we are brothers and we want to live in peace.” The 

destruction the bombers carried out? That should not make sense to me, or to 

you, because that’s hatred and fear. And responding to such hatred and fear with 



more hatred and fear? It may make sense to us because it’s the way the world 

works, but it shouldn’t make sense to us. Because on Easter God said NO to that 

when God said NO to the crucifixion. And haven’t we learned by now that 

combating hatred and fear with more hatred and fear doesn’t work? 

 

Friends, I choose to believe in the resurrection not because it makes sense, – but 

because I don’t want to live in a world of fear and hatred, and I don’t believe 

that’s what God wants, either. Do you? 

On a day like today, all of us need to ask ourselves this: 

Do I, do you, believe that God wants the crucifixion to be the final word? In other 

words, for death, destruction, injustice, hatred and fear to be the final word?  

Or do you believe that hope, life, peace and justice is what the promised kingdom 

is all about? 

What do you believe God’s purpose is in the world? And how do you see yourself 

taking part in that plan? 

How you answer those questions hinges on what you believe about the 

resurrection – and will influence your life, your outlook on life, and the lives of 

others.  

If you choose to believe in the resurrection, chances are good that it’s not 

because it all makes sense to you or because you have everything figured out. 

Quite honestly, if you wait for that you probably will always linger in a state of 

unbelief. Instead, it’s because you choose to believe this one thing: “that love is 

bigger than any grim, bleak stuff anyone can throw at us.” (Anne Lamott) 

On Easter Sunday God’s power took control in a way that didn’t make any sense. 

On Easter God said to the world, my love knows no bounds. On Easter God said to 

the world, there is another way – there is my way – and if you want to know what 

that way looks like look at the life of Christ and follow him. 

And so today, I would ask you to do just that. As the poet Wendell Berry wrote, 

practice resurrection. Follow Christ’s ways: extend a helping hand, open your 

doors to the stranger, welcome people who think and look and act and believe 



differently than you; feed the poor, shelter the homeless; speak out against 

injustice; and show people by your words and actions that God’s love no knows 

no boundaries.  

Because when we do these things, we live as Easter people. We practice 

resurrection, and it starts making sense.  

Because Christ is risen. He is risen indeed. 
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